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DodgyDoubleGlazing
Director Disqualified
A court has banned a double glazing firm director for a
further 11 years after running
a company while already
disqualified.
Gary Kelvin Link (41), from
Telford, received the disqualification order after he was found to
be acting as a company director
despite already being disqualified. The court heard that CGL
Contracting Limited, incorporated in August 2014, had
traded nationwide as a double
glazing contractor. The registered director was Christopher
David Jordan. Just over a year
later, however, cash flow and
contractual issues caused the
company to enter liquidation in
December 2015. The liquidation
triggered an Insolvency Service
investigation, which uncovered
that Gary Link had been acting
as a director despite not being
appointed as one and while he
was disqualified from doing so.

No tax
The court also heard that both
Link and Jordan caused CGL
Contracting to trade to the detriment of tax authorities when they
failed to file any tax returns.

Warning
Jane Knight, Deputy Head of Insolvent Investigations, said: “This
11-year disqualification serves
as warning to other disqualified
directors tempted to flout their
bans that we will take action in
order to put a stop to their unscrupulous behaviour.”
The order was pronounced by
District Judge Keyser in the
Telford County Court in April –
details were released in June.
Paul Joseph of No 5 Chambers
appeared for the Insolvency Service and no one appeared for or
on behalf of the defendant.

Sentence
Gary Link is disqualified from directly or indirectly becoming involved, without the permission of
the court, in the promotion, formation or management of a
company. Christopher Jordan is
also banned from running companies after he previously
agreed to a three-and-a-half-year
Glass Link
disqualification undertaking, efInvestigators established that Link fective from June 2017.

About disqualifications
A disqualification order has the
effect that without specific
permission of a court, a person
with a disqualification cannot act
as a director of a company; take
part, directly or indirectly, in the
promotion,
formation
or
management of a company or
limited liability partnership; or be
a receiver of a company’s
property. i

had previously been a director
of Glass Link Manufacturing Limited and Glass Link Architectural
Limited. Both companies entered
liquidation in March 2005. Link
was banned for eight years from
April 2008 as a result of causing
the company to maintain inaccurate, misleading and/or inadequate records.

Brighton Rocks – New Homes Planned
What is being described as a 'once in a
generation development’ has received the
go-ahead.
The New Monks Farm development in Lancing
and a development at Brighton City Airport have
been given the green light.
James Brokenshire MP, Secretary of State for
the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government, decided not to call-in the landmark
applications. The £150 million regeneration for
New Monks Farm includes 600 new homes including affordable homes, a large country park,
a community hub, land for a primary school,

transport infrastructure and a new IKEA store to
serve the south coast.
At Brighton City Airport 25,000sq.m of new
business floorspace will be delivered. Adur District Council’s planning committee approved the
schemes in October 2018. Peter Rainier, Principal Director of Planning at DMH Stallard, said:
“The New Monks Farm and Brighton City Airport
developments are once in a generation developments that will create hundreds of new jobs,
much needed homes, leisure and lifestyle opportunities, new education provision, transport infrastructure and the first IKEA in Sussex.” i
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Botched Job –
Cladover Roofers Go To Jail
SupaLite, the tiled roof specialist company,
recently lent support to Trading Standards to
help with a case against a company operating in County Durham.
Steve Hacking, MD of SupaLite explains: “We
were informed by Durham Trading Standards that
a homeowner had complained about a SupaLite
roof installation. Our investigation showed this was
yet another cladover, falsely sold as a SupaLite tiled
roof. Members from the SupaLite team acted as witnesses to the case, as two men told homeowners
they were approved suppliers of the SupaLite tiled
roof system appeared in court. The pair pleaded
guilty to conspiring to defraud consumers and were
sentenced to 32 months each in prison.”
Botched
Hacking continues: “This is sadly becoming an all
too common issue, where companies brazenly claim

to offer SupaLite roofs and ultimately cause damage
by delivering a botched and frankly dangerous
cladover. We fight cases just like this on a regular
basis, as we look to protect both consumers and the
SupaLite name. We therefore urge homeowners to
check our website to make sure companies are actually registered installers of our roof system.”
Trading Standards
Andrew Cook, Special Investigations Team Leader
at Durham Trading Standards adds: “After receiving a number of complaints from local homeowners, we began an in-depth investigation into the
work completed by the company involved. Along
with misrepresenting their roofs as the SupaLite
product, they also damaged customer’s properties,
falsely diagnosed roofing issues, grossly overcharged, undertook poor quality work and claimed
affiliation to other brands.” i

Asa Hamilton – Wrexham Job
Wrecks Him
A roofing contractor has been sentenced
for failing to take adequate precautions to
prevent his workers falling from height and
for breaching a prohibition notice.
Asa Hamilton was sentenced to 12 months
imprisonment (suspended for 12 months), plus
200 hours unpaid work. Llandudno Magistrates’ Court heard how in April 2018 workers
were observed working on the roof of a domestic two-storey house in Wrexham with no
edge protection. A prohibition notice was issued preventing further work until control
measures were put in place but the contractor
chose to ignore it and carried on working. An
investigation by the Health and Safety Executive found that Hamilton allowed his workers
to be exposed to a continuing risk of falling
from the roof, with potential for fatal or major
injury. Hamilton was convicted under the
Work at Height Regulations and the Health
and Safety at Work Act. On top of his sentence, he was ordered to pay a contribution
of £4,000 towards costs. Speaking after the
case HSE principal inspector Paul Harvey
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said: “This was a serious incident and it is fortunate nobody was injured as a result of it.
There are well known standards in the construction industry for controlling risks from falls
from height. Even when the duty holder was
served a prohibition notice to stop the activity, he failed to take the appropriate action.
“HSE will not hesitate to take enforcement action against those that disregard enforcement
notices when served or fail to take appropriate measures to control well known risks” i
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FENSA Column

The Grey Market &
Its Consequences

FENSA is working hard to educate homeowners of the benefits of using registered installers and thus acting to eliminate the 'grey market' of builders, small installers – and cowboys.

It has been a concern for
some time now that there are
a number of installation companies across the country
that aren’t affiliated with a
competent person’s scheme
such as FENSA.
As such, homeowners are having windows and doors replaced
on their house without knowing
if it complies with building regulations; that they need to inform
the local authority; and the work
isn’t backed by an IBG provider
such as GGFi.
The size of this ‘grey market’ of
generally responsible, yet unregistered installers has been debated ad nauseam recently but
research undertaken by Insight
Data and FENSA over the past
couple of years has shown that
whilst the issue hasn’t been completely resolved, the number of
registered installers is increasing
whilst the prevalence of ‘cowboys’ and rogue traders is in
decline.
Builders
A large proportion of this grey
market is builders that take on
window installations as part of
the contract rather than subbing
out the work. It’s understandable,
they want to keep the margin for
themselves and the homeowner
doesn’t have the ‘hassle’ of having to find a separate contractor.
These companies have good
intentions and in many cases the
work will be completed to an acceptable standard. But it’s difficult for a general builder to be
an expert in all fields and have a
8 | FENSA Column | The Installer

comprehensive understanding of
all building regulations, particularly the specialist aspects of windows and doors. They should
consider sub-contracting the
work to a specialist or undergoing relevant training themselves.

time and money in both the short
and the long term – and that it’s
easier and more cost effective to
join and use FENSA than they
might think. FENSA’s TV ad and
sponsorship campaign increasing homeowner awareness of
what a FENSA certificate means
Homeowner education
is certainly helping to do just
Part of FENSA’s role is to that. As a result the expectation
educate the homeowner as to is the grey market will continue
how specialist the role of a win- to dwindle.
dow and door installer is and
FENSA’s Head of Membership,
how
outstanding
FENSA Chris Beedel, is confident things
Approved Installers are at their are heading in the right direcjob. That in itself will wipe out the tion. “Installers and builders who
ever decreasing cowboy market aren’t FENSA Approved now unas consumers wise up and find derstand that not being a part of
their contractors through trusted, the largest glazing community in
official sources such as the the country is costing them work.
As homeowner demand for a
FENSA website.
FENSA certificate increases so
does the opportunity for nonSmall installers
Another sector forming part of members to become better prothe grey market are admin-pho- fessionals at the top of the
bic small installers. It’s FENSA’s industry. In turn this will see the
job to help them understand that grey market decrease in size
by not joining it’s costing them year on year.” i
.

FENSA has run a major media campaign to raise homeowner
awareness of employing certified installers
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Cover Story

Yale Upgrades
To Stainless Steel

Yale has announced that it is
upgrading to stainless steel on
all of its multipoint lock faceplates as standard, providing
new user features and benefits
in terms of durability, aesthetics
and reduced carbon footprint.
Stainless steel is instantly associated by the consumer with its
anti-corrosion properties; is more
durable in transportation and
fabrication; and is less susceptible to surface damage and corrosion, ensuring a longer lasting
and sturdier locking solution.
Yale’s shift to stainless steel supports the ASSA Abloy group’s
sustainability initiatives, tackling
industrial processes that are pres10 | Cover Story | The Installer

ent and challenging throughout
the hardware industry today.
Environmental challenges
The chemical process of plating
has always created environmental challenges in that, by-product
must be disposed of correctly
and with extreme care to
avoid environmental damage –
whereas stainless steel has no
requirement for this process
entirely, with the whole manufacturing process taking place solely
at Yale HQ. This improves carbon footprint, avoiding the need
to transport components to and
from specialist platers or avoiding manufacture off-shore where

controls may be less stringent,
whilst also ensuring a more ethical sourcing approach as it does
not exploit the cheaper prices
typically available in developing
countries. Paul Atkinson, Sales
and Commercial Director for
Yale Door and Window
Solutions, says: “We are always
looking for new ways to develop
our product ranges, ensuring we
are constantly enhancing our
product offering with gains such
as this to maintain our marketleading status. The durability
and consumer perception of the
multipoint lock will be enhanced
with this simple change to stainless steel as standard. Being able
to deliver an overall enhanced
product, as well as moving to a
more
socially
sustainable
process, is clearly a great success and something that has appeal to the trade and consumer
alike.
“It is really important to us at
Yale to be able to create a positive impact throughout our product’s lifecycle – from design right
through to use.”
Prices
No customer prices will be affected as a direct result of this enhancement. i
For more information on
Yale’s multi-point door
locks and sustainability
initiatives, visit
www.yaledws.co.uk
Picture: Yale has announced that
it is upgrading to stainless
steel on all of its multipoint lock
faceplates as standard.

QANW Column

Reflections On
QANW Exhibiting At FIT
Barrie Smith-Wright, Group Director of Sales for the Kinnell Group, the organisation
behind QANW, says the recent FIT Show was a real positive for the organisation.

After a busy few weeks surrounding this year’s FIT Show,
it is now time to reflect on the
good and the bad of this
year’s show. Barrie SmithWright (Group Director of
Sales for the Kinnell Group)
comments.
“A first for us this year was
running a stand as QANW
alone. At first this seemed a bit
daunting but we soon realised
that any reservations were misplaced. Fellow exhibitors and
visitors popped by our stand to
say hi and have a chat about
anything insurance backed
guarantee related which meant
our stand was constantly busy.
Doughnuts
“We also think the free doughnuts might have had something
to do with our popularity with
these going down a treat!
Good traffic
“Our stand was situated near
the Insight Theatre meaning
there was a constant buzz of
12 | QANW Column |The Installer

PiGS
Smith-Wright concludes: “A
definite highlight of the show
was the PiGS late night function
in which we took the opportunity to sponsor a drinks package and attend the event. It
really was a great night with
people from across the industry
getting together and enjoying
some live music - which we
were happy to host on our
stand!
“Finally, we would like to say
a thank you to everyone who
people, talks and some exciting visited us throughout the show
demonstrations throughout the and would like to welcome on
three days which helped keep board any new members that
the footfall up. The team and I we have gained.”
personally enjoyed the live debate on Thursday morning enti- Get in touch
tled ‘Scaling the skills gap’ and If you didn’t manage to get to
the live demonstrations from the QANW stand throughout
‘Tibby’s Top Tools’.
the show or have any queries
“Another subject of particular regarding QANW and its meminterest to us was the 'Breaking bership then please do not hesGlass' chat at the Discovery itate to make contact on t.
Theatre with this being an area 01292 268020 or alternatively
we are currently focusing on you can email info@qanw.co.uk
through our in-house broker, where the QANW team will be
looking to ensure that busi- more than happy to help. i
nesses can access appropriate
cover to meet their needs.
Picture: The QANW stand at the
recent FIT Show attracted a lot
More installers needed
of attention. It was right in the
“This show has developed mas- heart of the busiest area of the
sively with this year not seeming show.
to attract as many installers as
is a trading name of Warranty
previously. We would suggest QANW
Services Limited, a company registered in
that going forward, the man- Scotland, with the registered address of 4
Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate,
agement at FIT consider this Forbes
Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
when marketing the event.
company number SC205797.
“All in all though, it was a Warranty Services Limited is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
very enjoyable and worthwhile Authority (Firm Reference Number
309580).
event.”
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FIT Show Review

FIT A Record-Breaker –
Back Again Next Year

'People liked it so much, we're doing it again next year'. This is the message coming from
the FIT Show organisers after a record breaking 2019 and dates released for 2020.
The FIT Show o
rganisers
have reported a record
breaking event for its 2019
outing – and declared that
the show, that was schedule
to run every other year, will
now be an annual event –
May 12-14 2020.
Early figures show that 62 per
cent of those that pre-registered
actually turned up – with overall
visitor numbers increase over
previous outings. The organisers
recognise that it was the 2019
exhibitors that drew the largest
number of visitor registrations.
The organisers also recognise
that there will have to be a different mix of exhibitors next time
around in order to maintain the
interest of those coming through Korniche products wowed visitors to the FIT Show 2019
marketing strategy across digi- Bi-Folding Doors alongside
the doors.
FIT Show Event Director, tal channels to reach new audi- the established and sucNickie West said: “We have ences. Kommerling took home cessful Korniche Aluminium
been overwhelmed by the suc- the coveted ‘best marketing Roof Lantern.
The new bi-folding Doors did
cess of the FIT Show 2019. We campaign’ gong, with judges
had more exhibitors, displaying commenting that the campaign not disappoint – imposing 6 and
more new products than ever ‘stood out a mile as being the 5 sashes in specialist RAL’s welbefore and we drew our largest most original, capturing the comed visitors on to a pavilion
audience to-date. The feedback hearts and minds of their audi- style stand, with a further 4 leaf
has been fantastic. We’re ex- ence’. Korniche, who devel- door set inside enclosing a space
tremely grateful for the support oped a lantern roof installation showcasing the new bi-folding
the show has received through- challenge specifically for FIT doors. A clip bead demo plinth
out the industry. Our exhibitors Show visitors, were also highly demonstrated one of the most inplay a very big role in helping commended by the judges for a novative step changes in bi-fold
campaign
that technology in many years alongto drive our audience – they marketing
are exhibition savvy in their reached across a plethora of side a plinth showing sections
and cut-away samples clearly exmarketing and this can be seen trade media.
hibiting the engineering and dein the results of our exhibitor
sign processes behind these
awards - well done to everyone
ground-breaking doors which
Korniche Bi-Folding
involved.”
feature:
Doors Wow At FIT
Stand K10 bristled with an- • Fully assembled doors –
Marketing
fit, glaze and go.
VEKA scooped the ‘best use of ticipation and activity on
social media’ award with the first day, as Made for • Pre-drilled mounting holes.
judges praising the campaign Trade pre-launched the • Clip bead – pre-gasketed
composite bead. Doors can be 
for significantly adapting their new Korniche Aluminium
The Installer | FIT Show Review | 15
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glazed in seconds and deglazed for replacement units
just as fast with a dedicated tool.
• Invisible hinges with no
requirement for D handles.
• Sashes up to 1300w x 2500h.
• Crimped and bonded corners –
a step change in corner jointing
technology.
• PAS 24 as standard.
Clean aesthetics are delivered
with ultra-low thresholds and Cill
options, no floating mullion on
any door set delivering a clean,
uninterrupted sightline which is
further minimised by in-house designed flush combination shoot
bolt handles. Attributes both
homeowners and fitters will love
about the new Made for Trade
Korniche Bi-Folding Door.

Balls2 PiGS – party time on the late night Tuesday

tured the exclusive new finish,
either on both sides or in combination with shades from the
Variations collection, to show
how these options work together. Stockell concluded:
“As well as unveiling Spectral
and highlighting our new,
streamlined Variations colour
No Business Like
offering, the FIT Show also
Show Business
Veka UK Group celebrated gave us the opportunity to introa successful FIT, with the duce our next generation vertiPVC-U systems supplier un- cal slider to the wider industry.
veiling its brand new ultramatt surface technology at
the show, claiming a FIT
marketing award and announcing Independent Network’s official partnership
with Which? Trusted Traders.
The firm also celebrated a
major birthday – fifty years in
business. The ultra-matt surface
has been named Spectral. Marketing Director Dawn Stockell
told The Installer: “Almost ‘velvet’ to the touch, Spectral really
impressed visitors to the stand
who were impressed by its texture, anti-fingerprint properties
and dense, rich quality of
colour. Spectral is highly
durable and allows dirt to be As anticipated, there was a lot
easily wiped away. It is scratch of interest in the black co-exresistant and resilient to UV truded chamber, which not only
light, extreme weather condi- saves time in fabrication – with
no need to mask and paint - but
tions and harsh chemicals.”
Many of the systems dis- also creates a durable and proplayed on Veka’s stand fea- fessional finish.”

16 | FIT Show Review | The Installer

Busy Balls
Balls2 Marketing the PR and
marketing agency operating in the glazing industry
made its first FIT Show appearance – manning a busy
bar/exhibition stand while
talking to visitors about the
packages on offer, which include copywriting, social
media, graphic design and
SEO.
A Publicity in Glazing event
was also held on the stand.
“Our bar certainly became the
centre of the party on late night
Tuesday. So popular, our team
served more than 1,000 drinks
in just three hours and guests
drank the bar dry,” says Sarah
Balls (Andy Balls is the other
half of the husband & wife
founding team).
As well as hosting PiGs, the
Balls2 Marketing stand hosted
The Joinery Network’s launch
lunch on Wednesday. Mrs Balls
adds: “We are a founding partner of The Joinery Network (a
collection of wood window suppliers) and we’re really pleased
to have had such a g
ood
turnout for the launch.
“The Double Glazing & Conservatory Ombudsman Scheme
even brought along TV
architect George Clarke – who
is
now
DGCOS
brand
ambassador.”
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Virtuoso Performance
Customade Group made FIT
2019 an opportunity for visitors to see products from its
fenestration brands, including Atlas, Virtuoso Doors, Ral
Aluminium and Polyframe.
Two brand new products – the
super-slim Lantern 2.0 from Atlas
and the Virtu-AL aluminium effect
composite door in an aluminium
frame from Virtuoso Doors –
drew crowds The group also officially launched an aluminium
online quoting and ordering system from Real Aluminium, a new
lead/quote management and
conversion App from Customade Group and the Polyframe
Protection Promise – a homeowner guarantee.
Training The Industry
The GGF presence was evident with eight presentations in the FIT Show Seminar
programme and over 30
members exhibiting.
Kevin Buckley, GGF Group
Chief Executive says: “This was
my first time attending this

Customade launched two new products

show. I was pleased to engage
with so many members.”
Richard Hearn, Head of
Membership and Training
says: “We were pleased to
participate in the new Skills
Thursday initiative. We were
able to highlight our focus on
professionalising the industry
through our ‘Training the Industry’ campaign which upskills
and trains installers and surveyors. Andy Clegg, our Chief
Trainer and his team set a
great challenge with their window and door installation
build including 10 faults to
identify – this tested even the
best of the best who came
along to our stand.”

The GGF was heavily involved in Skills Thursday

Focus On Finance
Members of the Improveasy
team were on-hand at FIT to
showcase the company's
installer finance packages,
catching the attention of
visitors with ‘Buy Now Pay
Later’ finance package.
These packages allow installers to offer flexible finance
at the point of sale with optional consumer deposits and
12-month payment-free periods.
Adrian Hicks, from Improveasy
told The Installer: “Our main
focus at this year’s FIT Show
was to highlight to visitors that
finance is not just for the select
few. With our full range of services including ‘Buy Now Pay
Later’ and ‘0% APR’, installers
of all sizes can offer flexible finance to their customers and
meet the changing buying
habits of today’s consumers.”
A point Improveasy was keen
to stress was that installers who
use the service do not need to
embark on a process of becoming FCA approved. Instead, installers become an Appointed
Representative of Improveasy
and can offer finance within 14
days, under the Improveasy
banner or using their own
branding. Improveasy work
exclusively with FENSA members. Installers that are not currently members can take
advantage of a year’s free
membership when they sign-up
with Improveasy.
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own fifteen year heritage and
by introducing new products as
well as initiatives designed to
grow business in a partnership
Smart Homes And
with customers. It doesn’t matIntegral Blinds
ter
whether you’re a small or
An App that allows users to
open and close thier elec- large window company, we’ll
tronic integral blinds from a support you all the way.”
mobile phone or tablet
proved a hit for Morley Hall Teaser
Glass & Glazing at the show. Expectations for the Smart
Ian Short, MD, says: “We Ready stand at FIT were
had an amazing show with high following a stand-out
huge amounts of interest in our teaser campaign and some
complete range of sealed units bold claims in the lead up to
with integral blinds inside in- the show. Smart Ready, Sac
cluding manually operated, Hardware and Hug Technolsolar powered, sliding and fully ogy, which collectively promoted
Smart
Ready
electronic blinds.
“There was certainly a theme certification.
Giovanni Laporta, the innovain terms of the demand for
tor
behind the Smart Ready consmart technology, as consumers
are looking to integrate their in- cept says: “We knew Smart
tegral blinds into their home au- Ready was right for the industry
tomation systems and operate but we have been blown away
them through Apps on their by the response it received at
tablets and phones. The fact the show. Our Apple store style
that we could demonstrate how stand grabbed attention and
to incorporate an App into the was like its own show within a
operation of our MB system of show with a constant stream of
electronically operated blinds, visitors from 10:00am on openhelped fabricators and in- ing day, right up until 4:00pm
stallers see the benefits and re- on closing day.
alise how easily they could add
Integra blinds to their portfolio
of products.”

All In All – More
Bricks In The Wall
Quickslide, which pioneering affordable, replacement
vertical sliders fifteen years
ago, showed a bit of
thought control on its ‘brickby-brick’ themed stand.
Chairman Adrian Barraclough explains: “Our success
or failure comes from our trade
partners. To help them, we
need to be more than just a reliable supplier. We invest our
time and resources in the continuous development of each individual partner company – Smart Ready proved that the
brick-by-Brick based on our market is ready for home tech
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Laporta continues: “All fabricators have to do is to put some
Smart Ready minimum requirements into their windows and
doors and all installers have to
do is tell their customers they can
make them smart anytime - not
just at the point of installation.
“The system is going to disrupt
the home security and smart
door market forever,” concludes
Laporta.
Just Around The Corner
That's almost it for this issue
of The Installer’s post-FIT
Show coverage – we’ll be
referencing other products
we saw in the July issue and
almost certainly beyond.
The last exhibitor to feature
here is Timberweld and the
‘perfect’ timber-look butt-joints
it can create inside and outside
PVC-U windows. Licensees of
the system from Window Tech
Trade, Aztec, John Fredericks
and Affordable Windows Systems used the Timberweld
stand to show flush sashes featuring the patented method of
jointing.
Michael Hagan, a director of
Aztec Windows says: “Showing our new lipped casement
on the Timberweld stand was a
great opportunity to show installers just how true-to-timber
the butt-joint looks. The technology means we can make our
Prestige flush and lipped casement sashes look great and
perform well.”
“Exhibiting with Timberweld
allowed us to show our windows to installers and prove
just authentic the jointing
method is,” adds Robert Wallis, MD of Window Tech Trade.
“There’s just no downside for
installers. Needless to say we
got a fantastic response.” i
The FIT Show is set again for
the NEC in Birmingham 2020 –
May 12-14 .

Give
Insurance
Backing
On All
Your
Work.
Apply Online Today

www.qanw.co.uk

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW) A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY
This is a financial promotion made by Warranty Services Limited under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty Services Ltd is a member of
Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of
4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
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TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

OUR NEW 28-PAGE

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

PAS24 CERTIFIED

|

SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q

|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE

Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL

MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com

Heritage Projects

Affordable And Window
Tech Welded To Timberweld
Residence Collection trade fabricator, Window Tech Trade, has been joined as a
Timberweld licensee by Affordable Window Systems.

sides of the window is a big plus
for installers. Timberweld enables installers to install the
frame as usual and then glaze it
rather than having to install fully
glazed glass-bonded frames.
Sealed corners also make the
product look better and create
an air tight unit.
“But the main benefit of Timberweld is ease of manufacture and
speed of installation. It eliminates
production problems and is extremely cost effective when you
scale up. Our manufacturing output has increased by approximately 30% using Timberweld.”
Survey
The flush sash market is growing
rapidly and forecast to become
a mainstream window. Independent research of the flush
sash market, undertaken for Timberweld last year by MRA Research, reports that ten years
from now, nearly half of the fabricators interviewed see flush
sashes becoming as important as
standard casement windows.
“Homeowners have fallen for the
flush sash timber look,” says Alan
Burgess, one of the innovators behind Timberweld. “If fabricators
and their installers want to make
Window Tech Trade grows at scale, they must weld whatever
30% with Timberweld
the window. Neither conventional
Romford based, Residence 45º corner weld-and-groove, nor
Collection trade fabricator, ‘seamless’ welding do justice to
Window Tech Trade has had the butt-jointed timber-look homea year of growth using Tim- owners love. Timberweld was deberweld.
signed specifically to make this
Window Tech Trade is the only look perfectly and cost-effectively
dedicated fabricator in the UK at any scale.” i
Easier to install
using Timberweld for R9, R7 and
Myers continues: “The edges of R² windows and doors. MD Picture: Timberweld creates
the joint are completely sealed, Robert Wallis says: “Creating the ‘perfect’ flush sash corners.
it’s stronger and doesn’t need timber butt-joint effect on both

Affordable Window Systems
has become the latest fabricator to become a Timberweld licensee.
The patented method of jointing creates a butt-joint effect on
both the inside and outside of a
window, for a truer timber look.
Affordable is Lancashire’s
largest trade manufacturer of PVC
and aluminium windows and
doors, delivering nationally with
its fleet of 46 commercial vehicles.
Phil Myers, a director of Affordable, says: “Homeowners who
buy our heritage Timberlook flush
sash window want authentic details. They like everything to be
first class – service, range and
quality. Timberweld’s technology
enables the accurate manufacture of flush sashes with a buttjoint look – in my opinion, the
most authentic on the market.”

glass bonding, making it easier
to install. The Timberweld
method of manufacture benefits
both the fabricator and the installer with no need to deliver or
fit first and second floor windows
fully glazed.
“The installer can be confident
when glazing that the joint is
strong enough to accept the
bead. In addition, any remedial
costs are reduced dramatically
for both parties, as just the glass
unit can be replaced, not the
whole sash.”
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Doork – Door Lover Gets
Liverpool Look-Around
A user of Instagram with a
weird fetish for doors and calling herself 'Doork' has been
invited up to Liverpool to see
Vista Door's signature XtremeDoor at three sites in the city.
Doork, real name Jeyda, was
also taken to see some of the
city’s most iconic doors, including
the doors of John Lennon and
Paul McCartney’s childhood
homes and a visit to the Georgian
Quarter to look at real timber
doors. Ian Smith, Vista’s Business
Development and Marketing
Manager, says: “We wanted to
show Jeyda that after 30 years of
white PVC-U panelled doors, we
are giving the public some colour,
style and individuality back when
it comes to their front doors.”
Smith took door geek Jeyda to a
block of student housing overlooking Liverpool Cathedral, which

Vista had fully kitted
out with a York
style XtremeDoor.
Then it was onto the
city’s historic Welsh
Streets,
where
Vista’s XtremeDoor
was the door of
choice for a huge,
award winning, redevelopment project
which saw the imtween an XtremeDoor and a nonportant terrace reimagined by XtremeDoor, with Jeyda commentpreserving rich heritage features ing on her blog: “The difference
whilst introducing several modern each time was stark, with Vista’s
design interventions. The doors installation being a clear winner if
were installed in a range of there were ever to be a ‘Who’s
colours and have helped turn the Got the Best Door’ competition.”
properties into high-quality i
homes.
Picture: No not the Cavern
Mean streets
Club but a real timber door
Then it was onto some nearby that Doork got to see on her
houses to see the contrast be- trip to Liverpool.

Steel Style On Shard’s Streets

while Krypton fills the 8mm cavity. The W40 frames on the
ground floor (which faces out on
to Keppel Row) feature 24.8mm
glazing units made up of a
10mm toughened outer leaf, and
a 6.8mm acoustic laminate, soft
What went in?
Employing W20 and W40 as coat inner leaf, again with Krypwell as Schuco Primo profiles, ton in an 8mm cavity.
West Leigh factory painted the
windows in RAL 7024 An- Fixed lights
thracite Grey. All the fittings were Replacing old bay windows on
specified with a satin chrome fin- the America Street façade, the
ish. Measures such as modern large single pane fixed lights are
weather-stripping and Argon or fabricated from Schuco Primo
Krypton filled glazing units with steel sections and accommodate
low-E glass ensure the replace- 34mm sealed units. These comments offer far superior energy prise a 10mm solar control outer
performance to the original tim- and 10mm clear toughened
ber fenestration. The W20 win- inner leaf, this time with Argon in
dows, which replaced the old the 14mm cavity. i
ground floor timber frames, contain 16mm IG units with 4mm Picture: One America Street
clear toughened outer and 4mm back in 2018 when the projsoft coat Low-E inner panes, ect was completed.
involved carrying out a precise
survey of every window opening
affected for West Leigh’s factory
to produce the new frames in
sympathetic styles.

The headquarters of a design
practice, located on a street
a stone's throw from The Shard
and the Southbank’s redeveloped London Bridge Station,
provide a stylish example of
steel windows in use.
Steel Steel Window Association
member West Leigh was selected
to supply a variety of frames for
the offices of TP Bennett at One
America Street when the practice
undertook major renovation.
The project required very close
coordination in replacing large
ground and upper floor windows
in the main elevations. The work
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The New A-Lite Aluminium Rooﬂight
high-performance, ﬁxed, ﬂat solution
Bringing natural light into the home all year round, the high-performance, high quality A-Lite
Rooﬂight system is a ﬁxed, ﬂat solution which creates a contemporary look for any property.
•

Exceptional thermal insulation, light transmission & noise reduction

•

Designed to accept both double & triple glazed units

•

Elegant & unobtrusive aluminium frame

•

Unique concealed ﬁxing system

•

Fast & easy to install

•

Durable, cost-effective & long-life solution

£350*
per m²
Glazed

T: 01933 270552 | E: sales@astraseal.com | W: astraseal.co.uk/trade
Astraseal House, Paterson Road, Finedon Road Ind.Est., Wellingborough NN8 4EX
* Excluding VAT & Delivery. Max Sizes: Rectangle Roof, length 2000mm & width 1000mm - Square Roof, length 1500mm & width 1500mm

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical & Legal Column

Beware Of
Sub-Contractors

Never assume your sub-contractors know what they are doing. Check on them, writes
The Installer’s technical expert, Don Waterworth.

I have written several articles
regarding sub-contractors,
writes The Installer’s technical
expert, Don Waterworth.
I will describe to you a prime
example as to why you must
never assume that your chosen
sub-contractor knows what
he/she is doing. I inspected a
conservatory in the south of England, where the house holder
was concerned that subsidence
may be occurring. The movement was not excessive, but nevertheless, as is usual, I monitored
the movement for 12 months.
Throughout this period slight
movement continued but the progression of the movement did not
make sense.

The installation company assured me that a standard 750 Picture: The sub-contractor
deep 650 wide strip had been had built the dwarf wall off
set in place and that a drain an 8ft reinforced concrete
which ran under the dwarf wall lintel.
had been suitably linteled over.
In any event I specified a short
This article has been
length of under-pinning.
authored by our technical
writer – Principal Surveyor
What a surprise
Don Waterworth of
Imagine my surprise and dismay, hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
when we discovered that the subcontractor had placed an 8ft re- Don also acts as an Expert
inforced concrete lintel from the Witness and is an
house wall and built the dwarf Accredited Mediator.
wall off the lintel. No wonder the
wall was subsiding. So, again, Tel: 0800 1954922
never assume your sub-contractors know what they are doing. Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.
Check on them. i Don.
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New Code Of H&S
Practice Launched

The GGF has launched a new guide for safe handling,
transportation and site storage of glass.
The Glass and Glazing Federation (GGF) has launched of
a newly revised Code of Practice for the Safe Handling,
Transportation and Site Storage of Glass.
The revision was instigated following concerns raised at the increasing number of incidents
where improper handling of glass
resulted in deaths or serious injuries. The guide was reviewed
by a panel of safety experts
drawn from the GGF, Council for
Aluminium in Building and representatives from major contractors/building companies. This
panel concluded that the effectiveness of safety controls can be enhanced by good communication,

Advertising Feature

Comar's 7P.i FSDX is a British
designed aluminium bi-fold,
folding sliding door.
It has a stabilised rolling action
with what the manufacturer
claims is the quietest roller in the
industry.
Weight bearing capacity has
been improved over previous
Cormar door's - which will lead
to reduced call-backs.
The new outer-frame is one profile and is used for the track and
jambs which reduces stock holding. It is a mitre frame construction
with two crimping options - pinned
cleats for creating pre-assembled
outer frames that can be shipped
to site or mechanical cleats which
means the outer-frame can be
shipped to assemble on site – a
key consideration when larger
door-sets are to be installed.
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something sadly missing in a number of serious incidents.
Systems, equipment
and training
The revised guide makes clear
what systems, equipment and
training must be in place and in
addition puts significant emphasis
on the importance of good communication between supplier and
customer with the addition of
checklists that should be used
both at contract award time and
dispatch. Speaking about the
new Code of Practice, Phil Pinnington, Director of Health and
Safety at the GGF said: “I’m
grateful to those who have been
part of the review. It’s important

to remember glass processors are
only one part of the supply chain.
For this code to be effective we
plan to also promote it and the
high standards of our members,
to principal contractors. They
have the power to be an integral
player in improving standards
when handling such a potentially
dangerous material and reducing
the frequency of incidents. ” i

creased to 120Kg which with the
FSDX’s glazing pocket of 62mm
triple glazed or acoustic glass
can easily be incorporated.
The intelligent design of the profile means the same profile is
used for the jambs and the head,
providing mitre frame construction and two options for site transport – preassembled or stick using
pinned crimped cleats or mechanical cleats.
With slim sightlines at 60mm,
the doors maximise daylighting
into the home. Maximising glazing without lacking performance
the maximum width of the doors
has been increased allowing
door sets to be over four metres
with only three doors. i

FSDX eXtra Roller
The stainless steel dual roller
seamlessly integrates with the
stainless steel running track. With
a stabiliser the wheels always remain in contact with the track
which means that even if the track
is slightly mis-aligned due to building tolerances the smooth rolling
action is not hindered. The Comar www.comar-alu.co.uk
weight bearing capacity is in-

Top agency
design but not
the cost

Creative
website design
from £400

We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.
In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.
Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.
With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone

0 77 84 26 8 6 8 5

or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk
www.stevebryant.co.uk

Installing Solid Roof Conservatories?

Window Warehouse make it a whole lot easier
The new Leka complete Solid Roof Conservatory system means
you can install a conservatory within 3-5 days

• GRP System • No aluminium • No timber • No cold spots • No sweating • No rotting

Marketing support

Fantastic brochures, videos,
photos and exclusive
online support.

Practical assembly
training

We give you all the technical
know-how you need.

Fabricated ready to fit

We pre-assemble every
solid roof. All brackets are
pre-fitted to rafters - saves an
extra half a day on site.

Orangery Roofs
• Up to 40% lighter weight
• Highly insulated rigid construction

Base & Walls

NEW

• LEKA Xi GRP Conservatory Base
Modular System

Leka Solid Roofs
• Fast installation
• Energy saving A System 0.15 U-value available

National Delivery
Direct to site delivery
in a plain van.

National
conservatory
manufacturer

Fast lead times on Halo PVCu and AluK aluminium
windows & doors

Call us for a fast quote on 023 9232 7744
www.window-warehouse.co.uk | info@window-warehouse.co.uk
Window Warehouse Ltd. Serving the trade for 30 years

Trade News

Increase In Registered Installers
Freefoam has reported a
significant increase in recent
months in the number of new
Registered Installers, with
companies from throughout
the UK applying to join the
scheme.
Roofline falls into the remit of a
range of businesses, from window and door installers, roofers,
roofline specialists and more
general building professionals.
To this end the Freefoam Registered Installer scheme is open to
any business, allowing companies to integrate roofline into
their offering, backed by a professional package and manufacturer support.
Marketing Manager Louise
Sanderson comments: “We’ve
been incredibly pleased with the
results of our campaign. In an in-

creasingly competitive market
businesses are looking at
ways they can extend their offering, and align themselves
with a well-respected, established brand. The Freefoam
Registered Installer scheme
meets their needs and offers
an attractive proposition.”
The Freefoam Registered
Installer programme provides
a complete package of
benefits and support. High
quality marketing materials,
developed with consumers in
mind, to promote the
complete roofline range,
including colour options and
genuine testimonials. Industry
leading guarantees, from an
impressive 50 years on white
fascia, soffit and guttering and a
10-year guarantee on the colour

range, all backed by extensive
testing. And finally, free pre-qualified leads generated through
consumer focussed websites. i

Which? Trusted Traders Endorsement

Which? Trusted Traders has announced its official endorsement of
Independent Network.
This official ‘badge of honour’ demonstrates to potential customers, that
Independent Network members meet all the stringent requirements
demanded by the Which? Trusted Traders assessment process.
Veka UK Group’s Head of Partner Programmes Karen Lund comments:
“We’re delighted to be allied with Which? Trusted Traders. It’s yet
another clear and independent demonstration to homeowners that our
members uphold the highest standards in all aspects of their business.”
Raj Kakar-Clayton, MD of Which? Trusted Traders says: “We’re
delighted to be able to endorse Independent Network and welcome them to our Approved Service
Scheme. It’s great news that Which? Trusted Traders can work with Independent Network to provide
reassurance to customers who need new windows, doors and conservatories.” i
Veka Group has been shortlisted in four categories of the
upcoming Burnley Business Awards.
The Lancashire manufacturer is no stranger to these Awards having, in recent years, been named ‘Business of the Year’ twice in
a row, and ‘Employer of the Year’ at the most recent BBA event.
2019 sees Veka Group shortlisted for ‘Manufacturing Excellence’, ‘Employer of the Year’ and ‘Burnley Business of the Year’
while hard-working Junior Operations Manager Khaleel Mahmood is a finalist in the ‘Young Employee of the Year’ category.
These nominations come just weeks after Veka Group was
crowned ‘Manufacturing Company of the Year’ at Lancashire’s
prestigious Red Rose Awards. i
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New Factory for
Halo Fabricator

Celebrating Half A
Century

Halo fabricator Scotia Windows and Doors
has moved into an expansive new factory in
Kilmarnock, with even greater capacity to
serve trade customers across Scotland.
Scotia’s MD Robert McKnight explains: “We’ve
now moved into our fantastic new purpose-built
production facility and head office in Kilmarnock.
Supported by two trade centres in Alloa and
Hamilton, the site covers 59,000sq.ft and, along
with the large, modern building, there are an
extensive number of loading bays and plenty of
car parking for the convenience of our customers.
“We’ve invested in two new state-of-the-art front
end cutting machines to add to our existing window and door manufacturing machinery and all
this equipment is now fully installed in the bigger,
better building. i

Veka UK Group celebrated the global
Group’s 50th birthday in typically German
style at this year’s FIT Show, with plenty of beer
and bratwurst!
Customers, Independent Network members, and
members of the industry press were welcomed to
the Veka UK Group Show stand on the Tuesday
evening for a beer and bratwurst event officially
celebrating five decades.
More than 100 guests were invited to raise a
glass to Veka being 50 years young and still leading the industry.
After the celebration, the Group’s Marketing
Director Dawn Stockell says: “It’s quite an achievement to get to this milestone anniversary in any industry but especially one as competitive and ever
changing as ours.” i

Win Your Windows Back No 4
A homeowner from Chelmsford has become the latest winner of the Win Your Windows Back
competition from Saint-Gobain Building Glass, winning £2796 to cover the cost of her new
Planitherm windows.
Jane Lucas is the fourth and final winner of the quarterly prize
draw, where Planitherm Network members have been encouraging their customers to win back the cost of their new high-performance windows and installation, up to the value of £10,000,
to help launch the revitalised Planitherm Network.
Mrs Lucas comments: “I chose Planitherm glass as it retains heat
in the house, therefore lowering my energy bills.”
Mrs Lucas was so pleased with the result of her new windows
that she will be putting her prize money towards getting some
further windows at her home upgraded with Planitherm glass. i
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New Builders
Merchants Database
Coming February 2019
Whether you work nationally or regionally, you can access over
6,000 national and independent building merchant networks, all
specialising in building materials, tools and supplies.
The database is divided into ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ merchants with
categories for each building sector.
With 8,000 email addresses and over 7,000 contacts available, it
has never been easier to communicate with new customers.

For more information call us today on 01934 808 293.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Products & Projects

Expanded Range

Ali Goes Heavy Duty

Thermoseal
Group
has been continually
expanding its highest
performance spacer
range to add new
products and to develop its selection of
bespoke
colourmatched fittings.
The full range now includes 338 products manufactured both in the Group’s own continually-expanding spacer bar production facility and by its
injection moulding division, which now produces
over 10 million mouldings per year.
The Group has added a series of new sizes to its
highest performance Thermobar Warm Edge
range, including: 14.5mm; 18.5mm; 21.5mm and
23.5mm spacers with bespoke corner keys to suit.
These are now available in black, grey and white.
Recent additions also include Thermobar Interbar
and fittings in 11.5mm x 22mm and 15.5mm x
22mm sizes which also come in black, grey and
white. Thermobar Interbar is the Group’s alternative to its Duplex fittings range which is used to simulate multipane windows with standard Thermobar
Warm Edge Spacer. i

Senior Architectural Systems has launched a
new heavy-duty version of its popular Ali
FOLD aluminium door system.
Designed to accommodate door leaf widths of
up to 1300m x 2400mm and 125Kg, the new Ali
FOLD HD offers fewer sightlines and wider views
by maximising daylight and reducing the number
of door panels required.
The new Ali FOLD HD door system benefits from
extra strong gearing and hardware to safely support the larger leaf sizes. Combining aesthetic appeal with high performance, the new door has
been designed to withstand the demands of both
high-traffic residential settings and commercial contracts and has been security tested to meet the requirements of PAS 24 and Part Q of the Building
Regulations. i

Customers Delighted With PuRe
Senior’s PURe system, which
features a high-performance
thermal barrier manufactured
from
expanded
polyurethane foam (PUR),
was awarded a UK patent in
2016 and three years on, the
window and door range is
continuing to go from
strength to strength.
Already a firm favourite with
architects and main contractors
working in the commercial sector, Senior’s popular PURe windows, which are available as
casement, tilt and turn and reversible overswing styles, have
been widely specified across the
sectors and have enjoyed particular success in the education and
PRS (private rented sector) markets.
The ultra-efficient aluminium windows are also
increasingly being chosen by domestic customers as the perfect
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partner to Senior’s attractive PURe FOLD and PURe
SLIDE aluminium doors.
Senior’s PURe doors
and windows can help reduce heating costs and
contribute to creating a
comfortable interior all
year long, making them a
popular choice with housing developers and homeowners a like.
In a market where budgets and tastes can widely
differ and product choice
is essential, Senior has
significantly grown its residential product offering
over the last few years.
After capturing the imagination
of the market with the development of its PURe range, Senior
went on to launch the slimline Ali
VU aluminium window and Ali
FOLD aluminium doors. These

stylish aluminium systems, alongside Senior’s much-loved Hybrid
timber and aluminium composite
range, have attracted new customers and helped grow Senior’s
market share. i

Uncertainty
un / certain / ty
Fact
Companies that invest in marketing during
uncertain times perform better in the longterm than those that cut their budget.*

Certainty
pur / pl / ex
Purplex is the strategic marketing agency
which sees the bigger picture.
Led by a CEO with 30 years’ experience
in the window industry, Purplex helps
companies across trade, commercial and
retail sectors gain market share and build
stronger brands for sustainable growth.
pur-pose / pl-anning / ex-ecution

*Marketing is the key revenue growth driver for more than 30% of companies (CMO Survey)

It’s simple economics: if a pie shrinks
by 10%, and your competitors cut their
marketing budget by 50%, your share of
the pie can increase.

Foiled Aluminium

Bifolds
“Probably the
best bifolds on
the market”
All standard foiled
colours in stock
prices from

£450
per sash, unglazed

All the benefits of Aluminium
now available in the full
exciting range of Renolit foils
Offer your customers more
☑ On Time Deliveries Guaranteed
☑ Quotes by return Same Day
☑ Every Door Factory Tested
☑ Easy To Install & Adjust
☑ PAS 24

THANK YOU TO ALL THAT VISITED US AT FIT, WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU
www.zen-fold.co.uk
info@zen-fold.co.uk
01268 569066

Call our team
to request a login for
quoting and ordering online

Scott’s Corner

Trust – The Biggest
Brand You Can Have

ent from when you go on TripAdvisor to look at holiday destinations or hotels – you will always
go for the five-star options, and
your potential customers are no
different.
Reviews and testimonials, provided they are genuine, are an
instant way to win trust so it’s vital
to include some wherever you
can, whether it’s on your landing
pages and social media posts or
in your advertisements.

Andrew Scott, managing
director of business and
marketing consultants
Purplex, discusses why
providing your customers
with a brand they can trust
should be a major priority.
www.insightdata.co.uk

When it comes to your brand,
trust is the biggest thing a
consumer will look for, writes
Purplex MD Andrew Scott.
With literally thousands and
thousands of marketing messages
pumped out every single day for
the world to consume, having a
brand that is trusted is the only
way to stand out above the noise.
After all, despite being bombarded with brand after brand,
we will always go for the brand
we know and trust. Businesses
obsess over lead generation, but
of equal importance is building
your brand. Because, while lead
generation satisfies the here and
now, building trust in your brand
will take care of the future.
Engaging with PR is the best
way to build up that trust and
helps you make a connection between your brand and potential
customers.
People trust people
It’s an old adage, but it’s true.
And if someone trusts you, they’re
more likely to buy from you.
If you’re unsure about a brand
but you know someone else who
swears by it, then it is likely you
will give it a try for that reason.
The quickest way to build trust
in your brand is through third
party endorsements.

You can shout about how great
your brand is in the trade press,
the retail press and online until
your heart’s content but if someone else shouts about how great
you are, and someone else tells
your brand story, then people will
believe it more.
That’s why case studies are vitally important in your PR strategy
as it is in our nature to believe
what satisfied customers say.
Review success
Linked to third party endorsements, reviews and customer testimonials can have a massive
effect on how people see your
brand.
With so many options, particularly online, the importance of reviews and testimonials has risen
tenfold.
Third party credibility is what
people are looking for and more
and more of us are using reviews
as a signal of trust. It’s no differ-

Show your authority
While third party endorsements
and five-star customer reviews
and testimonials will be instilling
trust in your brand, positioning
yourself or your company as an
industry expert will make your PR
work even harder.
Positioning yourself as a
thought leader in your industry
will not only increase your profile
but will put weight behind the
product that you are trying to sell
as you will be associated as an
important voice.
It can change potential customers perceptions of your brand
and shape their behaviour towards it in the future. To be a reliable source of information and
leader within your industry, you
need to keep up-to-date on what
is going on in it, so keep an eye
on what people are saying via
the likes of social media, news
and industry reports and then
come up with relevant topics you
can become an authority on.
The most successful brands are
the ones customers trust. So,
whatever
your
marketing
strategy, building trust around
your brand should be a huge
part of it. i
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Comment

Take a look at the two stories on page 6 of this issue and answer
me am I going mad?
A roofing contractor has been sentenced for allowing really unsafe
work at height to take place.
Not only that, he blatantly ignored a prohibition notice...someone
from the HSE came along a warned Mr Asa Hamilton that he was
risking the lives of his workers. Hamilton, waited until the HSE had gone
and then persuaded his two employees to go back up on to the roof in
their shorts and trainers but with no safety lines or edge protection and
certainly no scaffolding.
As for the two employees – how stupid can you get?
As for Hamilton – maybe the benefit of the doubt kicks in and you
think he doesn’t know that up to three people a week die in falls from
height. Countless more – every single week – are hospitalised...crippled
for forever...and have their lives and those of their families ruined.
Why would anybody take such risks? Money I suppose.
But why do I think I am mad? Well Hamilton got twelve months in
prison – suspended! He got off with paying £4,000 towards costs and
having to do 200 hours unpaid work.
Meanwhile, two men who pretended to be official Supalite installers
and made a botch of at least one job, have gone to jail for thirty-two
months each.
Thirty-two months v twelve months suspended.
What have we come to? Surely, Hamilton should have gotten at least
thirty-two months or far more and doubled because he ignored the
prohibition notice. And he should have served every last minute as far
as I’m concerned.
Dodgy Director Disqualified
On the subject of going to chokey – a court has banned a double
glazing firm director for a further 11 years after running a company
while already disqualified.
Yet again, I think Gary Kelvin Link should have gone to jail. He and
his accomplice, Christopher Jordan ran companies into the ground, ran
up debts and didn't pay tax – and I believe, didn’t always finish the jobs
they were paid to do.
People get away with this stuff because they can – and honest
companies pay the price of working in a sector with a bad reputation
whilst having to compete with those who can undercut them.
FENSA
So again on a theme – this issue’s FENSA Column focuses on what the
most established competent person scheme is doing to eliminate the
‘grey market’ of small builders and unregistered installers. It is worth a
read – and worth directing anyone you know who is not FENSA
registered to have a read as well.
FIT Show Goes Annual
While flagging up things to read – don’t miss the first part of our FIT
Show review...and the news that FIT will go annual from now on.
Everyone’s going again – apparently!
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Racking Systems

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008
Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators

THE ORIGINAL

COLOUR
COATING
EXPERTS
Kolorseal North

Tel: 01924 454856
Kolorseal Midlands

Tel: 0121 740 0217

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns
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www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors
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Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Conservatory Roofs

£

Glass Handling
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Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Designer Doors
High security as standard

Make it elegant, make it secure

From traditional Victorian, Georgian and Edwardian designs to
contemporary chic, Smart Designer Doors oﬀer a wide range of
designs, colours and styles. With high-quality locking mechanisms
and precision construction combining to give unbeatable strength
and security. A wide choice of conﬁgurations and an extensive
range of colours guarantees the perfect ﬁnishing touch.
• 3 adjustable hinges and resistant to 80kg of pressure.
• 66mm triple glazed and laminated glass units.
• All proﬁles include a polyamide thermal barrier that enhances thermal
performance.
• Thermally eﬃcient - with a ‘U’ value from 0.9 W/m2K to 1.1W/m2K,
dependant on the glass speciﬁed.
• Double-rebated EPDM centre gaskets provide maximum weather
resistance

CREATE YOUR OWN DOOR AT WWW.GARRARDWINDOWS.CO.UK
Call us now for enquiries
Tel: 01296 66 88 99
or email: enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website:

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
www.garrardwindows.co.uk

